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Reputed to have the most pleasing song of all canaries, the German Roller Canary sings with its beak closed! These
charming little birds have been prized for centuries for their sweet singing.Highly prized by many, German Roller
Canaries are skilled not only in singing but also mimicry! When keeping such a bird, you should be sure that it is not too
hot and not too cold! Place its enclosure in a place that is free of drafts. Although seasonal variation is acceptable, try not
to keep your bird at a height above eye level, since heat rises. The best temperature range for a German Roller Canary
is 50 to 70 degrees Fahrenheit. Although they need lots of natural daylight, it is essential that your German Roller Canary
be allowed ten to 12 hours of dark time, or sleeping time, in a quiet setting. German Roller Canaries will do well in a cage
of about two feet by 15 inches by 15 inches in dimension. The cage bottom should be covered in sand and the birds
should have a cuttlebone available on which to dull their beaks. German Roller Canaries will need clean, fresh water
available to them at all times and they may be fed a standard diet of canary seed mix. This should be supplemented daily
with fresh green food, bits of fruit like apple or orange, or even corn on the cob. Male German Roller Canaries tend to
sing much more nicely than female canaries. Males can be territorial, however, and should not be kept together in the
same cage. When showing German Roller Canaries, they are usually shown in "teams" of four birds, which enhances the
full experience of their songs! With proper care German Roller Canaries should live at least 10 years. Most German
Roller Canaries are between four and a half and five inches in length. They are not bred for their size, color, or
feathering; rather, they are bred for their songs! This means that Roller Canaries can vary greatly in appearance.
Breeders are constantly experimenting with new types. Most, however, have a rather flattened head and straight back.
The defining characteristic of the German Roller Canary is its song, which is produced with the beak closed. This gives it
a lower timbre and less shrill sound than the songs of many birds. It is the lower tone of the German Canary's song that
makes it so pleasing to the human ear. German Roller Canaries do have the ability to produce high-pitched tones.
Sometimes known as Hartz Mountain Roller Canaries, these birds were extensively bred in the Tyrol region of Germany.
It should be noted that in North America the 'Hartz' canary is a distinct and separate breed from the 'German Roller'. It is
not even a song breed - it is classed as s 'Type' canary, and has not been bred for song for at least a century. The old
European name for the German Roller was the 'Hartz Mountain Roller', and for this reason some people still get these
terms confused with the present day breeds. German Roller Canaries originate from the Canary Islands, from whence
Spanish monks obtained breeding pairs. They sold the males and kept the females for breeding. These song canaries
were so popular that they spread throughout Europe. In the 1800's, a breeding center became established in the Hartz
Mountains and the Roller Canary became selected for its song. These canaries were classified into type by segments of
their song. By 1922, a standard song evaluation rubric was developed, and songs were rated by their Hollow Roll, Flute,
Bass and Hollow Bell sounds. The standard is still used today with a few minor adjustments in place. Today, German
Roller Canaries remain very popular and are bred for their lovely songs.
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